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Deployments are limited by battery lifetime



Sensor energy profile
● Sensor deployment can be a very costly operation in terms of man hours or 

getting authorization

How can we reduce the energy used during active periods?

● Where do embedded applications spend their energy?

-> extend battery life -> reduce energy usage

○ Most time spent in deep sleep
○ Most energy spent on brief active periods of I/O and computation

Maximize deployment



Clock sources
To support energy efficient applications, modern microcontrollers have multiple 
clock sources

● Faster clocks use more 
power but tend to be more 
energy efficient

● Up to two orders of 
magnitude difference in 
power draw depending on 
clock choice



Motivation
● Most applications choose a static clock

○ Lowest power clock that meets application requirements
○ Energy efficient clock
○ Default clock 

● Hand coding clock changes is difficult
○ Requires developer to have hardware specific peripheral knowledge
○ Bug prone
○ Not portable
○ Doesn’t work for multiple apps

Power Clocks: dynamic clock management in the kernel



Challenges
● What clock to change to 

○ Peripherals have wide range of 
hardware-specific clock 
requirements

○ I/O vs compute bound 
peripherals

● When to change the clock
○ Ensure most efficient clock is 

always being used

● How to ensure correctness
○ Synchronous vs asynchronous 

peripherals



API
ClockManager

set_max_frequency
set_min_frequency
set_clocklist
set_need_lock
enable_clock
disable_clock

ClockClient
clock_enabled

sample(freq):
//setup ADC
//start sampling

stop_sampling():
//disable ADC

sample(freq):
CM.set_min_freq(freq*32)
CM.set_need_lock()
CM.enable_clock()

clock_enabled():
//setup ADC
//start sampling

stop_sampling():
//disable ADC
CM.disable_clock()



Compatible clock requirements



Incompatible clock requirements



Request buffer
Current Clock: A
lock_count: 1

Request 1: 

Request 2: 

Request 3: 

A B C

A B C

A B C

Current Clock: A
lock_count: 1

Request 3: 

Request 1: 

Request 2: 

A B C
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Request buffer
Current Clock: A
lock_count: 1

Request 1: 

Request 2: 

Request 3: 

A B C

A B C

A B C
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Current Clock: A
lock_count: 1

Request 3: 

Request 4:

...

Request 1: 

Request 2: 

A B C

A B C

A B C

Will extend the starvation of a proceeding request 



Request buffer
Current Clock: A
lock_count: 1

Request 1: 

Request 2: 

Request 3: 

Request 4:

A B C

A B C

A B C

If head of request queue is blocked, a 
new request will run only if:
1. Request does not require a lock
2. Must exist a clock that satisfies both 

the requesting client and all 
proceeding clients in the queue

A B C



Limitations
● Only works if peripherals have limited runtime

○ Energy-limited applications keep peripheral operations short

● Timing delay caused by locking
○ Peripheral operations are already asynchronous

● Does not perform well on applications that work best with static clock
○ Adds inefficiency due to clock change overhead



Implementation
● Tock - secure embedded OS written in Rust

○ Allows multiple concurrent applications to run on a single 
microcontroller

● imix development board
○ SAM4L Cortex M4 (64kB RAM, 512 kB flash)
○ BLE and 802.15.4 radios, variety of sensors and I/O 

buses
○ Jumpers to measure power for each subsystem



ADC-Radio application





Code overhead



CPU cycle overhead



Conclusion
● Embedded applications can significantly extend their deployment lifetimes by 

dynamically changing the clock in response to application workloads
● Changing the clock manually places the engineering burden on the developer

○ Requires hardware-specific knowledge, bug prone, not portable, doesn’t work when running 
multiple apps

● Power clocks automatically manages clock changes in the kernel
○ No application changes necessary
○ 31% less energy than an optimal static clock
○ Minimal code and CPU cycle overheads


